The character of post-Roman government has long been a central issue in understanding the transition from the Roman Empire to the Early Medieval kingdoms. One of the models for understanding the process focuses on the transition of a somewhat rational Roman government to a sacred 'Germanic' kingship. Even though this interpretation has long been disproved, it has been brought back to life in a new form, as a reading in cultural anthropology, using as a case example the Long-Haired Merovingian Kings. This article questioned this new approach and reviews the flaws of the historiographic bases of this interpretation and proposes a new reading of the sources.
Being tonsured, added Boulainvillier, was actually a strong form of humiliation, for any barbarian. 3 Only a century later, Jacob Grimm would call attention to the fact that the long hair was a marker of the Merovingians, and that they were the only ones allowed to use it; 4 hairstyle and beard were among the characteristics he was looking for in his newly devised Germanentum, his unified Germanic past. Later on the nineteenth century, the so-called 'Classic School' in Germany showed little concern about the hair fashion of the Merovingians.
Their interest was in the legal history of the monarchy, and in making sure the Germanentum was conforming properly to the liberal democratic ideas of that period.
Nineteenth-century Germanic past was rational, liberal, and concerned with the stricture of the law. And also a touch disconnected with reality. Just like its historians. 
2.
The reaction to the Classic School-and its rationalist, legalist and, at the end of the day, nationalist approach to history-produced in Germany the so-called 'New Constitutional History', that cast away the old bourgeois liberalism in exchange for a primitive and aristocratic Germanic past. The turning point was the German defeat in 1918, and the reaction to democratic ideas that followed. As the political thought in Germany departed from the liberal ideas of the Enlightenment, towards the 'heroic' approach of the Frontkämpfer, the formality and the rational legalism of the nineteenth century gave way to sacred kings, timeless aristocracies, and cult-associations of ecstasiatic young men. 6 The long hair of the Merovingian kings, restricted to the royal family, became a certain sign of the antiquity of Germanic aristocracy, the divine origins and the magical power of the kings.
The idea of sacred kingship was not a creation of Germanistik, or of the 'New Constitutional History'. It was conceived for the study of non-European peoples, tested in some Scandinavian material and finally, with the 'conquest of Scandinavia'
by Germanistik, 7 transferred to continental studies of early Germanic peoples. 8 The slow 5 Along the period, there is a change in the direction of some sort of a sacred kingship. At the end of the first half of the eighteenth century, for example, Waitz perceived the long hair just as a marker of kingship: Gundovald, to claim it, had only to let the hair grow WAITZ, Georg. Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte. Kiel: Schwers'sche Buchhandlung, 1847.. On the first years of the twentieth century, Brunner already a conceived the Merovingian monarchy as pagan, but still thought the long hair was only a distinguishing marker, not only to the Franks, but also to Burgundians Höfler in 1934, with the idea that the central agent of the German continuity was the Männerbünde, the association of young men, devoted to Wodan. The god was promoted to the highest position of the Germanic pantheon, and the Männerbünde to one of the key groups of the Germanic continuity. The military leader of the war band, the Wodanic Heerkönig, was the state creating force that produced Germanic continuity.
9
A few years later, on the eve of the invasion of Poland, Höfler defended that the Germanic people were the bearers of the continuity, a continuity of "der Rasse, der Sprache, des Raums und des Staates."
10
The central force of this movement would be perceived in the medieval Heerkönigtum, the successor of the Germanic Wodankönigtum.
11
The second major contribution was done by the eminent Danish scholar Vilhelm Grønberch, who introduced the idea of Heil, the German form of the Polynesian Mana, as the magical property of the sacred. The magic Heil was the foundation of Germanic election, and the presence of the Heil the legitimacy of kingship.
12
For him, Heil-that was stronger in children and women, both longhaired-was preserved in the long hair of the Merovingians.
13
The concept of Heil and of sacral kingship was ambiguous enough to fit various interpretations and uses. 14 In the 1950's, Karl Hauck was the main responsible for the recovery and restatement of the major line of the Sakraltheorie and the Kontinuitätstheorie, suggesting a new approach based on comparative religion to unveil from medieval texts, the mysterious We shall never know for certain whether this long hair was simply a badge of status, or whether it represented a deeper belief in the potency and supernatural quality of the person upon whose head it grew. The latter is at least a possibility, however, and Clovis seems to have inclined to this last view, for when he cut off the hair of the Merovingian [sic] Chararic and his son, he was still afraid lest 'they threatened to let their hair grow again, and compass is death.' 19 Amongst the Merovingians, she proposed, the origin of this magical nature came from "an extraordinary alliance between their mother and a sea monster."
20
The same idea was still a common place in the 1990's in Continental scholarship. 21 The theories of sacred kingship received very serious critiques over the years, as did the whole edifice of 'Germanic Antiquities.' 25 Ibid. 26 He concludes: "As this overview shows, the reges criniti have mostly been analysed in the context of the debate over sacral kingship and 'Königsheil' and obscured by the confused terminology this debate has created. (…) Picard's deconstruction showed that the scholarly tradition she criticized not only bore a heavy ideological burden, but exhibited real problems with method and language. This conclusion in turn raised the question of whether the ensemble of textual passages studied by the various research traditions (for instance the Germania of Tacitus and the Old Norse sagas) could in fact be subsumed within the category of 'Königsheil' or sacral kingship at all." ibid. 27 Ibid. 28 Pactus legis Salicae 24, 2.
29 DIESENBERGER, "Hair, Sacrality and Symbolic Capital in the Frankish Kingdoms.." I wonder why he insists in putting "Germanic" always within inverted commas, while keeping the same meaning of a specific Germanentum.
sword, so that she could choose the fate of her grandsons, death or tonsure. 30 What Diesenberger underlines in the episode is the emotional reaction of the Queen to the prospect of having her grandsons tonsured. For him, Chlothild reacted not out of love for the children, but to the threat to the "symbolic power"-a concept he borrows from Pierre Bourdieu-represented by the long hair. "Chlothild's decision to allow her grandsons to be slain rather than have their hair cut underlines the fact that the hairstyle of the Merovingians represented part of the symbolic capital of the family."
31
The same emotional outrage is present in other event involving Merovingian symbolic capital: when the troops finally lay their hands in Gundovald, the pretender, his body is desecrated because he attempted to steal the symbolic capital of the kings. For Dieserbergen, it is a sign that the Frankish people also supported Merovingian exclusivity. 33 'Symbolic capital' is not the only concept Diesenberger adopted from Bourdieu. La distinction and the idea of social space are other examples: ibid. 34 The concept is used throughout his work. BOURDIEU, Pierre. Esquisse d'une théorie de la pratique. Genève: Librairie Droz, 1972. To the application of the concept to culture, as 'cultural capital', and its uses to modern (in contrast to 'pre-modern') society, BOURDIEU, Pierre. La distinction: critique sociale du jugement. Paris: Éditions de minuit, 1979. Since his ideas permeate most of his work and are rather hard to pin down, there are numerous commentators. I found particularly useful JENKINS, Richard. Pierre Bourdieu. London: Routledge, 1992; SWARTZ, David. Culture & Power. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997. They should be used with caution, since often their attempt to synthesize produced a more regular and logical structure than intended by the author.
'cultural', 'symbolic' and even 'physical' capital (i.e. the availability of help in times of need, for war or agricultural work). Bourdieu's own definition:
Forme transformée et par là dissimulée du capital 'économique" et [de la force] physique, le capital symbolique produit, ici comme ailleurs, son effect prope dans la mesure et dans la mesure seulement où il dissimule que ces espèces "materielles" du capital sont à son principe et, en dernière analyse, au principe de ses effects. 35 Material capital, and the open use of its capacities, cannot assure an unopposed exercise of power, therefore, economic power has to be converted into a social recognized and legitimate form, usually produced by symbolic destruction of goods, gifts and other forms of largesse, public displays of generosity. The conversion of material capital can only create symbolic capital inasmuch as this power is rendered unrecognizable. In such a guise, power is no longer perceived as power, but "as legitimate demands for recognition, deference, obedience, or the service of others."
36
In pre-modern societies, the transformation of economic capital in symbolic capital would be produced almost without loss and, since symbolic capital is the only form of legitimate capital, most wealth would be quickly turned into prestige, honour and grandeur. Symbolic capital can be produced in the division of booty. Actually, the distribution of the spoils of war, from the king to the warriors, as a form of enhancing the leaders prestige and assuring the continuous obedience and attachment of his war band is one of the major forms of accumulation of symbolic capital in the period.
When-and only when-the undivided spoils are perceived as naturally belonging to the leader, and this one appears to voluntarily distributes it to the troops, the economic capital-the booty to be used as reward for the service-is turned into a generous gift, producing awe, respect and admiration, and ensuring the service will continue to be provided because of this admiration, not for the vile gain. The economic transaction is still performed but in an unrecognizable form.
The story of the Ewer of Soisson-ignoring, for the sake of argument, that the historicity of the tale is, at best, problematic 40 -shows exactly the opposite. If the attempt was to gain symbolic capital it was a major fail. Clovis had to struggle for a part of the booty, and he failed to acquire it. In the end, he had to resort to physical violence to prove his point, namely, that the economic capital produced belonged to him. To conceive smashing a skull with an axe as a form 'dissimulating economic power', attests a rather curious perception of the concept. 41 40 Source criticism is one of the major methodological differences between the history and anthropology, and one of the major mistakes usually committed while using anthropologic concepts to historical sources. Instead of dealing with 'technical' report of ethnographic reality, historians face texts that are, perforce, involved in a historical and literary context. The result is that medieval sources are not always given to an anthropologic approach, or, rather, are not always given to the approach the modern commentators intent for them. For the critique of the use of anthropology to understand medieval texts and the need for a more throughout source criticism, BUC, Philippe. 41 Clovis delayed vengeance could be read as a form of preserving his honour. By uncoupling his retribution from the economic dispute-in time and place-he erased the strictly economical issue and turned it into a matter of honour. At any rate, in the methodology proposed by Bourdieu-that he calls a 'theory of practice'-the little details of the story are crucial to understand the intentions and the manipulation of symbolic language by the actors. Unfortunately, we cannot expect Gregory's accountof an event he had not witnessed nor had any direct report-to support such analysis. The 'Ewer of Soissons' tells us of Gregory's view of kingship, not of the savoir pratique of Clovis.
7.
This takes us back to Queen Chlothild and her long-haired grandsons. If symbolic capital is a perception, a socially agreed "crédit" 42 that is produced by the symbolic dispersion / destruction of economic, material capital, we cannot expect symbolic capital to be embodied somewhere, in such a way that it could possibly be materially destroyed or carried away.
43
As far as Pierre Bourdieu's concept of symbolic capital goes, the long hair of the Merovingians could not be a visible marker of it or, at least, it cannot be a marker that could be simply taken away. 44 What 43 Which is different from saying that the production or acquisition of a symbolic object cannot be used to show symbolic capital. The lavish spending on works of art or on specific demonstrations of life-style is a transformation of economic capital into symbolic capital, the object itself is not. 44 The forced tonsure could, in fact, after the symbolic capital of an individual or a family, inasmuch as the honour is damaged by the act of violence. The honour is lost not with the hair but because of the incapacity to stand against the aggression. Lex Francorum Chamavorum, 18 includes fines for pulling someone by the hair, showing that such offence would require some sort of retaliation. The idea that the forced tonsure was damaging by the humiliation of the process is central to many arguments on the meaning of the hair. The idea that the Merovingian kings would tour the countryside on some sacred oxcart was discredited by Henri Pirenne already on the 1930's. For the author, the picture drawn by Einhard could be nothing but comical. To show the incapacity of the last Merovingians, he portrayed them as useless, unshaved and so poor that they could only travel on a slow oxcart. Einhard intend was a caricature rather than a description of the defeated dynasty. 50 In the same spirit, Alexander Murray dismissed Fredegar's story of the sea monster amongst the ancestors of the Merovingians as a literary fabrication, explained by a play on words and etymology rather than by some ancestral memory. 51 The sacred hair is the only element that remains. Would that be a bridge too far?
9.
Different from the sea monster story or the oxcart, both confined to a single source, the dossier for long-haired kings is more extensive, since mentions of long hair and tonsures are relatively common in the Merovingians sources. The dossier is, nonetheless, not new, and the main sources for the debate have already been compiled in the early nineteenth century. 52 Having said that, the interpretation of this sources Christian nature of the episode has discouraged further speculation about it. How to understand this miracle within Gregory's perception of the world-and of kings-remains an open topic. The other evidence is the description of the baptism of Clovis by Avitus (Epist. 46), he mentions that Clovis "de toto priscae originis stemmate sola nobilitate contentus", the traditional interpretation would read it as if he would be giving away any claim of divine origins. The obscure text of the letter does not support the evidence: as Alexander Murray Murray, "Post vocantur Merohingii: Fredegar, Merovech, and 'Sacral Kingship'." has argued, the whole description is a cliché of conversion, and most of the images used are connected with the traditional conversion of Roman paganism to Christianity. 50 PIRENNE, "Le char à boefs des derniers mérovingiens." 51 MURRAY, "Post vocantur Merohingii: Fredegar, Merovech, and 'Sacral Kingship'." Max Diesenberger (Diesenberger, "Hair, Sacrality and Symbolic Capital in the Frankish Kingdoms..") accepts the dismissal of the Merovingian sacral origin but his acquiescence is somewhat tepid. Though he mentions Alexander C. Murray's attempt to prove that the story is an ironic presentation of the Merovingians, much like the Ox-cart in Einhard, for Diesenberger "it remains questionable whether Fredegar indeed based his account on extant mythical images" to which we remain wondering if the account is questionable or open to question, and that "it seems likely that his persiflage is founded upon his playful use of the reader's own knowledge". The specifics of this special knowledge that the reader would have, and in which sources should assumption was based, we are left to guess. 52 
GRIMM, Deutsche Rechtsalterthümer I.
and their relation among each other is far from being simple, since hair appears to be a major issue in late Antique society, connected or not with royal power. 53 The central question in the debate is whether the hair was or was not specifically related to the Merovingian family, i.e. if the long hair was used by the Long hair was an important part of lay aristocratic identity that was constructed mainly from within late Roman military identity. One characteristic of this culture was that it was noticeably 'barbaric' in its looks and tastes. This barbaric character did not have to be accurate, but it did have to comply with the traditional perception of the barbarian to Roman ethnography. 60 Hence the idea that the barritus-the battle cry used by the army in the fourth century-was a barbarian practice. The same goes for clothing, torques, and long hair. There is little evidence that supports that the 'barbaric fashion' of the army even existed outside the frontier zone. The association of the army with the long hair was so tight that lead Honorius to forbid the long hair and barbaric outfit within the cities of Rome and Constantinople. 65 As Patrick Amory has remarked, "It is the Germanic culture 58 Gesta Dagoberti III, 9; Vita Frodobert, 22. From the association with the army, the long hair became a marker of status for the military aristocracy, already prominent during the last centuries of the empire. As we have seen, the impression we have from the sources is that long hair was the norm.
It is not surprising that, when a fisherman found a longhaired body, he would consider at once that it might be the remains of someone important. Knowing the king Chilperic was looking for the body of his son, it was not a hard task to connect the dots and realise it was the body of Clovis II. But Guntram had, nonetheless, to plan an expedition and go to see for himself. Once he recognized the body, he arranged a proper burial. And when he fell, seeing his hair flowing and abundant, loose down to his back, at once realized that they had killed the enemy leader. For it is never rightful for the Frankish kings to cut their hair [θεμιτὸν γὰρ τοῖς βασιλεῦσι τῶν Φράγγων οὐπώποτε κείρεσθαι]; instead, their hair is never cut short from the childhood on (…). Their hair is not uncombed and dry and dirty and braided up in a messy not like that of the Turks and Avars; instead, they anoint it with unguents of different sorts, and carefully comb it. Now this it is the custom to set apart as a distinguish mark and special prerogative for the royal house. For their subjects have their hair cut all round, and are not permitted to grow it further. 71 The Burgundians then paraded with the king's head on a spear and the Franks, scared by that reversal, ran away. The Burgundians won the day. After the death of Clodomir, who, according to Agathias, had no children, his part of the kingdom was divided between his brothers.
72
Agathias is the single most important source for the problem at hand. If we can accept Agathias's report at face value, there is no question about the exclusivity of the long hair for the kings-though, it is worth mentioning, there is no allusion of any magic property here, neither, but of a 'custom'. On the other hand, if the passage is proved unreliable, the remaining sources for the long hair exclusivity fall like a house of cards, for there is no other source that can, on its own, support the exclusivity of the hair without Agathias. 73 Agathias report has three major problems. The first is the fact that his account of the battle is rather different from Gregory's in two important details. For Gregory, the Finally, the third major problem, as Anthony
Kaldellis has proposed, is that Agathias's intent is not to preserve the unstained truth of the events, and he would go a long way to tell a good story, or to adjust his discourse to classical parameters.
79
Barbarians solving their issues on singular combat or running away after the leader is defeated are typical classicizing themes. The curiosity about hairstyles is another.
11.
Agathias presents too many problems to be used as a main source for Merovingian affairs, especially if he is not supported by Western sources of the period.
Taking Agathias for granted, every mention of hair involving kings could be used as an evidence for the special nature of their hair. But how the sources would be read if we, just for the sake of argument, put aside Agathias for a second? 74 Greg. Hist. 3.6. 75 Agathias uses "οὐπώποτε θεμιτὸν", rendered in the Patrologia Graeca as "numquam solemne est", which is close but not accurate. The meaning of 'θεμιτός' is 'allowed by the laws of God and men', which hard to render into English. Risking to bring even more ethnographic confusion to the We can summarize the sources that mention long hair in the period in three major groups. The first group deal with reports of kings-or pretenders-that had their hair cut in the process of deposition, the second group involve situations where hair is mentioned outside the context of deposition, but are important for the story, and the third group deals with longhaired kings, reges criniti, used as a title.
12.
Most of the tonsures in western sources involve kings or pretenders in the context of 'monastic imprisonment'. Charlemagne to Tassilo, the rebellious Bavarian duke. 88 The practice was so widespread that, even in the ninth century, Charlemagne forbade his sons to tonsure each other by force. 89 Growing back the hair from the ecclesiastic tonsure was the usual solution, not only for the Merovingian family, but also for a Count of the Britons (Macliaw), 90 for Ebroin, 91 and even the Eufronius the Syrian. 92 As Edward James commented, cutting the hair was not a very efficient method of political elimination, as very soon Clovis realized.
93

13.
The second group contains three specific episodes, all in the Histories of Gregory Shaving the child was a clear statement against paternity. It was a way for the commanding force within the family to assert the status of the child. Gundolvald's example is useful to see this struggle in process. He was born in Gaul and brought up with great care, following the standards of the Merovingian; according to Gregory, he was well instructed in the letters and had long hair.
100
Gregory of Tours does not give us the name of the mother, but he mentions that king Childebert, who had no sons, took him under his care. Chlothar, the supposed father, nonetheless, refused to recognize the child, and ordered him to be shaved. 101 We have no idea who was backing up Gundovald-some one probably did, since he had the resources to acquire a special education and to flee to Constantinople after his first defeat-but we know that group failed to enforce his claim. And thus it came to happen, Chlodomer fail to heed the advice of the bishop and had a terrible end. He was killed by the Burgundian army, his sons, in the famous episode with queen Chlothild, were eventually killed by his brothers.
After the death of Chlodomer, the children went to the control of Chlothild, the Queen mother.
103
She probably did that to bring under her control the inheritance of the children, once they were recognized legitimate sons of the defunct king. If she succeeded, she would be able to control a good chunk of the realm and maintain political power.
104
Once Childebert realized Chlothild wanted to support the claim of the children to legitimacy, he quickly got in touch with Chlothar to think of a solution.
Luckily, the children had not been recognized as legitimate sons, so there was a possibility to get rid of them without bloodshed. A clear statement that they were not heirs to the royal house would be enough to clean them from any claim on their father's share of the realm. If Chlothild refused to do so, they would have to be killed.
Hence, the offer to the queen of the scissors-so that they could be counted amongst 101 Greg. Hist. 6.24. 102 Greg, Hist. 3.6. 103 A fact that is in itself curious since Guntheuca, the wife of Chlodomer was still alive-she actually married Chlothar-and apparently survives the curse of the bishop. A possible solution would be to have a different mother for the sons, a concubine, an ancilla &c., so the children would have only the grandmother as foster parent. Other possibility is that the Queen quickly got hold of the children for her own political objectives. Guntheuca, nonetheless, is mentioned only once by Gregory, and we have no clue of his former status. 104 The same situation allowed Brunhild and Fredegund to maintain power through their sons and grandsons. Besides Gregory's devotion to the mother queen, there is no reason why we should consider her too different from the other powerful queens of the Merovingian period.
the rest of the common people (ut relique plebs habeantur)-and the sword. Chlothild's response was quite clear. She would not stand to see her gateway to power removed from her hands by shaving the younglings. So it was done. It is not surprising that it is the last political action of Chlothild, who died more than 20 year later. 105 Brilliant was the solution used by Chlodoald, who apparently had support of a better entourage. 106 Once he evaded his uncles, he cut his own hair and retreated to a monastery, probably still as a Merovingian.
14.
Finally, we have the use of rex crinitus as a title. It is not present in Gregory of
Tours, who uses the expression only once, to describe the advent of the Franks into Gaul. The passage can sustain multiple interpretations, but it does not allow us to think Gregory intended to use the expression as a royal title. 107 The use in the Liber Historiae Francorum is somehow different.
108
To the anonymous Neustrian historian, a supporter of a very aristocratic version of the Merovingian monarchy, the term rex crinitus became an actual title, which he uses to the first kings of the Franks. According to the LHF, once the Franks realized they needed kings, they elected Faramondus as
